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intimated strongly that. should the Brzezinski policy
prevail in the United States.

West Germany will

declare neutrality!

between the government and General Haig." he said.
At the same time. Chancellor Schmidt has insisted
emphatically during two election addresses during the

Of particular importance is the statement of West

past week that the core of his political strategy is

German military official General von Bulow, reported

embodied in the trade and development agreements

in the daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, that his

signed earlier this year with Soviet President Leonid

government disagrees with NATO Secretary-General

Brezhnev.

Alexander Haig on the

"Autumn

Reforger

1978"

From

the

Mideast

came

a

similar

message.

maneuvers. The newspaper reported that von Bulow

Syrian Foreign Minister Kaddam has responded to the

spoke of a "quarrel" between his country and NATO

floating of the proposal to extend NATO or NATO-type

because "the (West German) government doesn't like.

deployments to the Middle East by calmly reporting to

these kinds of maneuvers." Among the most massive

other Middle East Arab leaders that through the

in NATO history. the Autumn Reforger manuevers

Soviet nuclear umbrella the Syrians - and other

have a specific anti-Soviet political significance at this

willing Arab states - have the capacity to counter any

time. They were privately described by a French

such strategic policy.
Meanwhile the Shah of Iran. in an interview with the

defense

ministry

source

as

"a

strictly

political

matter, and we will deal with it that way. They are not

East German Neues Deutschland on the eve of his

normal strategic maneuvers."

visit to that country. called for "political cooperation

Even more significant than von Bulow's remarks was
the West German government's subsequent unpre

on

the

international

level."

And

Greek

Foreign

Minister Ralis is currently in Moscow reviewing the

cedented official confirmation of a fight between West

Mideast and Mediterranean situation. planning an

Germany and NATO. On Sept. 7 Chancellor Schmidt's

exchange

press spokesman Klaus Bolling told reporters that

Karamanlis. and signing major economic deals for

indeed there was a "quarrel," but added that it had

shipping, nuclear power, oil. and aluminum plants.

been

·"settled."

"There

are

no

more

of

visits

by

Brezhnev

and

Greece's

problems

New Anti-USlP Assassination Threats
LaRouche targeted by Block-Guelph Zionist terror networks
Debra Hanania-Freeman, the U.S. Labor Party

prominent Labor Party spokesmen and candidates in

endorsed candidate for U.S. Congress from Baltimore,

the U.S. and Europe. This pattern is striking evidence

was threatened at gun point on Sept. 5 in broad day

that the City of London and its international Zionist

light. As she attempted to enter her campaign head

Lobby-Anti-Defamation League agents are now pre

quarters, Hanania-Freeman was approached by a

paring for a hit against Lyndon LaRouche. who is the

black youth who put a large revolver to her head and

author

threatened: "You go in there and I'll blow your head

approach to a new world monetary system adopted at

of

the

International

Development

Bank

off." The youth and a female accomplice took the

Bremen in July to replace the British-corrupted Inter

candidate's pocketbook and fled on foot.

national Monetary Fund.

The next night, Stuart Rosenblatt, the U.S. Labor

Furthermore, in all important details, it is the same

Party City Council candidate in Washington, D.C..

pattern of harassment and assault that emerged

was shot at with a BB gun as he entered an apartment

immediately prior to an attempted assassination of

building where a number of Labor Party members

LaRouche on July 16 in Detroit, Mich. - including the

live. Rosenblatt was returning from a candidates'

use of black youth to do the Zionist Lobby's dirty work.

night where he had given a lenghty presentation on the
Order of Malta's control over International terrorism

It has been reported and confirmed by intelligence
services of various nations that such a campaign of

and drug running and

terror and assassination is, in fact. "live."

the

Order's

assassination

efforts against USLP Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Jr. and other leading sponsors of the Bonn-Bremen
accords.

The Conspiracy to Murder Then . .

The

previous

assassination

operation

against

These latest incidents against members of the U.S.

LaRouche began in the first week of July with the

Labor Party are part of an international pattern of

publication and circulation of a slander montage

assaults, attempted assassination,

against the U.S. Labor Party under the letterhead of
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European Labor Party Gains Victory Against Bundespost
The European Labor Party in West Germany won
a major victory this week when the Federal Postal
Ministry intervened to overturn heavy financial
demands placed on the organization by the
Bundespost as a condition for maintaining the
ELP's telephone service and other communications
equipment. The Bundespost is controlled by Walter
Hesselbach, a leading figure in German Israeli- and
Rothschild-linked Zionist circles.
At the same time, however, the National Caucus
of Labor Committees, the cadre organization which
founded the ELP's U.S. co-thinker organization the
U.S. Labor Party, is faced with a summary
judgment for $90,000 awarded Sept. 6 to the Bank of
Nova Scotia in a lawsuit against the NCLC. A New
York State Supreme Court judge ruled favorably on
the bank's claim that a $90,000 credit to the NCLC
was merely a bank transfer error. The Bank of
Nova Scotia is controlled by Eagle Star Insurance
Company, which also controls the financial inter
ests of whiskey magnate and Zionist leader Edgar
Bronfman. Like most British insurance companies,
Eagle Star is a cover for British intelligence opera
tions.

the Heritage Foundation designed to convince
corporate and security officers of major U.S. banks
and corporations that the Labor Party was a terrorist
organization engaged in industrial espionage for
variously East European and Soviet intelligence.
This slander and the one in circulation now are like
those circulated since at least 1975 by Georgia
Representative Larry McDonald. In December 1975
McDonald inserted into the Congressional Record a
slander authored by his aides Herbert Rommerstein,
an ADL intelligence stringer, and John H. Rees, a
British Intelligence agent, that the Labor Party is an
East German intelligence and terrorist organization.
In July 1977, McDonald contributed the slander that
the USLP is a terrorist, paramilitary, and totalitarian
organization to the John Birch Society's Review of the
News. McDonald has been instrumental in isolating
conservatives and conservative organizations from
collaboration with the Labor Party.
The intended effect of the Heritage Foundation
slander was to similarly isolate LaRouche from
potential collaborators in the effort to bring the U.S.
economy into the then-emerging new world monetary
system. The free enterprise Heritage Foundation is
directly linked to the British Round Table and
Rothschild networks.
Prior to LaRouche's arrival in Detroit, personnel
Sept. 12-17. 1978

Under Hesselbach's direction, the Bundespost
had been threatening to cut the ELP's business
phone and the private phone lines of three ELP
mostly in deposits
members unless some $16,000
- was paid on the party's account by Sept. 3.
-

After a call by ELP officials to the Postal
Ministry to complain of the Bundespost demands,
during which the ELP warned that the party was
planning to hold rallies throughout West Germany,
Europe and in the the United States against the
financial threat, the Bundespost contacted the ELP
headquarters in Wiesbaden and asked that the
demonstrations be cancelled. Postal Ministry
officials explained that the Ministry had intervened
to reverse the Bundespost demands, and said that
all phone service to individual ELP members would
be restored, and that the party would be given a 14month period to consolidate its debt.
The Postal Ministry's move came as a result of
well-placed international pressure and, within West
Germany, the exposure of the Bundespost as an
intelligence and terror conduit for networks opera
ting as part of the Hesselbach apparat.

from the U.S. Labor Party's Executive Protection
section began to pick up evidence of surveillance. This
deployment and the later attempted "hit" were
gridded back to agencies linked to Zionist Lobby agent
Max Fisher. agencies which exercise control over
various gutter-level terrorist gangs like Detroit's
Communist Labor Party. Fisher himself is an
important link into the British-based Order of St. John
of Jerusalem - the masterminds of the "hit" attempt.
Fisher is a member of the Jerusalem Foundation, the
"Hofjuden" division of that Order.
On July 16, two vehicles. both driven by black men
in their early twenties, attempted to block the exit and
entrance to Detroit's Veterans' Memorial Hall, where
LaRouche was scheduled for a public appearance. A
slight delay in LaRouche's arrival allowed for the two
cars to be removed.
This attempt to entrap is the characteristic modus
operandi of terrorist hits like the kidnappings of West
German industrialist Hanns-Martin
former Italian Premier Aldo Moro.

Schleyer

and

. .. AndNow

The current international deployment against tl\e
Labor Party is being run in the United States by the
shock troops of the B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation
League and in Europe by the Paris-based Inter-
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national League against Anti-Semitism (LICA) to stop
the Labor Party from promoting a policy of "contain
ment" against Israel until that nation becomes a
responsible member of the world community.
On both sides of the Atlantic, the same slander is
being hurled by "left" and "right" that the Labor
Party is "Nazi-Communist." In fact,· Zionist Lobby
agent Sen. Jacob Javits's aide Novak this week
volunteered his opinion of the USLP to a caller:
"Some aspects of the Labor Party are Nazi, some are
Communist."
This slander follows the Aug. 7 release by the Anti
Defamation League of an internal memorandum
describing the U.S. Labor Party as an undesirable
left-wing disruptive group tied to dangerous anti
Semitic right-wing groups like the Liberty Lobby in
Washington, D.C.
ADL operatives have also been observed surveilling
Labor Party rallies nationally, and taking down
license plates of members' cars.
At the end of August, a pattern emerged of assault
against Labor Party members. On Aug. 21, Michigan
Labor Party member Susan Boswell suffered a
concussion in a hit-and-run incident in Grand Rapids.
On Aug. 31, a Boston Labor Party member narrowly
escaped a hit-and-run attempt while organizing at an
intersection in the Boston suburb of Quincy. Police
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have identified and arrested the driver, Alan R.
Morris of Braintree, Mass.
Yesterday's threat against Debra Hanania
Freeman followed by less than a week a telephone
threat to the candidate's husband made after a half
hour campaign TV broadcast in which Hanania
Freeman documented British-Israeli intelligence
control of international terrorism, the threat and
implications of a Middle East war, and the full content
of the Bonn-Bremen economic accords. The male
caller threatened Mr. Freeman: "You better tell your
lady to lay off, or she'll get hurt."
Washington candidate Rosenblatt in his campaign
has emphasized a program calling for a crackdown on
drug-running. The drug trade is a key component of
the British-Order of Malta control capacity over the
United States. Rosenblatt has also exposed the
involvement of an opponent, City Council candidate
Hilda Mason, in slander-terror operations against the
Labor Party run through the terrorist CounterSpy
organization.
Baltimore police have arrested one youth believed
to have been involved in the robbery-attack against
Hanania-Freeman, and law enforcement officials in
both Baltimore and Washington, D.C. are viewing the
incidents as part of a broader national terrorism
capability.
Kathy Stevens
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